Tranaller
40’ Cruiser Stern
Aintree Boats
£48,950ono

Tranaller is a 40ft reverse layout Cruiser stern custom built by Aintree Boats and launched in 2017. Tranaller was
built as a small live aboard and is very well equipped and able to go anywhere on the system.

Tranaller 40’ Cruiser Stern

Boat Specification
Year of Construction

2017

Hull Plating Specification

Steel

Keel

Flat

No. Berths

4

History of Vessel / Maintenance
Boat Safety Certificate

N/A

Recent Survey

N/A

Latest Hull blacking

Not seen launch in 2017

Anodes

2017

Boat Description
Tranaller is a great little boat with all the modification you could need for a comfortable leisure cruise, extended
summer trip or if you you prefer to continuously cruise.
Externally this vessel is in good shape with minor bumps and bruises and the paint work in good order. Internally
Tranaller is in great shape and been very well cared for. The interior is light and bright thanks to the painted panels
with the solid wood trim setting contrasting nicely. The floor is a robust wooden effect and brings practicality to the
well thought out space.
Starting at the stern moving into the boat you will immediately find cupboard storage, either side of stern entry steps.
Port side cupboard giving you storage for outdoor clothes and includes a large empty storage space below. Starboard
side the cupboard houses the electrical management system. Below, again, empty storage space.
The Galley has been designed for everyday practical requirements, with plentiful drawer storage for utensils and
cutlery with pans stored in the access steps. The galley also includes 12v Shoreline Fridge and ice box, large
sink/large drainer surrounded by easy clean surfaces and splash back. The cooker is a Wallas 87D diesel stove with
small oven and Hob top therefore negating the need for LPG and lugging the heavy cylinders around.
Moving to the saloon/dinette area which includes 2 x very comfortable single pullman style dinettes providing
seating for 4 and easily converted into 2 single berths or sofas. Underneath both sides there are two large soft close
drawers, with a more shallow drawer above.
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Just the other side of the saloon there is a 6ft square space which was originally used for reclining chairs but currently
left empty. This space can be made your own used for seating, storage for bikes or whatever your needs.
The W/C and shower are in separate rooms on the port side. The W/C comprises an Airhead composting toilet,
with full electrical mixer and extractor fan giving long periods without the need to empty. The W/C also includes a
ceramic washbasin with vanity unit.
In the next room is the shower, which has pumped hot and cold supply with good forced shower head. Towel racks,
and small changing space inside the door.
At the bow end of the boat you will find the bedroom with a fixed double bed. Underneath the bed are three large
drawers, each divided into front and back spaces.
There is also large storage space behind the drawers for the bits you need only occasionally. The TV screen has been
mounted at the foot of the bed, with speakers overhead. At the foot of the bed is a wardrobe, top shelf, hanger
storage, and below, a water pump hose in a custom box, hanging at the rear.

Engine Specification
Engine Make

Beta Marine 38

Engine Hours

350

Bow Thruster

No

Diesel Tank Capacity

175 litres

Additional Systems

PRM 120 gearbox

Water & Heating Systems
Source of Hot Water

50L Calorifier + Electric immersion

Central Heating

Eberspacer

Solid Fuel Stove

N/A

Water Tank Capacity

325 Litres

Water Tank Material

Integral

Electrical System and Components
12-Volt System/Lighting

Standard
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12-Volt System/Power

Standard

240 Volt

Shorepower

Inverter

800w Victron invertor/charger

Solar Panel

Yes + mppt charge controller

Batteries

1 Lithium Ion, 1 starter

Other systems

Galvanic isolator

Bathroom Specification
Type of Toilet

Airhead composting

Shower/Bath

Separate Shower

Handbasin

Yes

Additional Information

N\A

Kitchen Specification
Cooker

Wallas 87 Diesel Oven and Stove

Fridge

12v - Shoreline

Gas

N/A

Additional Systems

12v kettle and toaster
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Additional Photos

p Galley Facing Fore

p Wallas Diesel Oven

p Galley facing aft

p Electrical/storage cupboard
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p Dinette/Saloon facing fore

p Saloon/Dinette facing aft

p W/C

p Shower Room
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p Bedroom facing aft

Engine Bay

NOTE:
In this transaction we are acting as Brokers only. We are informed that this sale is not related to the
Owner’s business, trade or profession. Whilst every care has been taken in their preparation, the
correctness of these particulars is not guaranteed. The particulars are intended only as a guide and they
do not constitute a term of any contract. A prospective buyer is strongly advised to check the particulars
and where appropriate to have the vessel fully surveyed and inspected, water trialled and opened up".
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